
Knowledge organiser 

Materials  

Materials and objects 

We are going to be looking at materials and  

objects and deciding which is which. 

 A material is what an object is made from.  

 An object is anything that has shape or form 

that can be touched.  

Can you decide which of these is an object and 

which a material? Could any of them be both? 

chair        plastic         glass         bag        fabric 

lamp        brick           rubber      metal       drum 

Describing materials 

We will be using special words called adjectives to 

describe materials. Can you match the words to  

describe the materials correctly? Try  

searching for them at home to help you! 

 

Key vocabulary  

Material What a object is made from. 

Object Anything that has shape or form that can be touched.  

Properties What makes a material suitable for a job e.g. waterproof 

Suitable When a material is right for the job it has to do.  

Metal A solid, shiny material that conducts heat.  

Glass A hard, brittle material that you can see through 

Fabric A soft, woven material used for clothes.  

Wood A rough, strong material that comes from trees.  

Waterproof When a material does not let water in.  

Transparent When a material can be seen clearly through . 

Observe To watch carefully . 

Record To write down what you see.  

Making and recording observations 

In your science lessons, you will complete a simple test to decide which material is most waterproof. You 

will need to watch carefully, record what you see and use it to help you answer the question - which  

material is most waterproof? 

Can you do your own test at home? 

 You could answer the question; which material would make the best teddy bear? 

 Try feeling different materials.  

 Which is the best?  

 Why do you think so? 

In Science this term we are going to be learning all about materials. Every object around us is 

made out of something, we call that the ‘material’. We are going to explore different materials, 

describe how they look and feel like and think about what they are used for and why. 

hard 

soft 

bendy 

fluffy 

fabric 

rubber 

metal 

cotton wool 


